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Objective/Learning Target:  
I can use context clues to;

Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning 
words and phrases based on reading and content

"Click Here for 
Directions"

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Nfs_RWQzu1ePYrYZIVZzciRwBqO5uzH9/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Nfs_RWQzu1ePYrYZIVZzciRwBqO5uzH9/view


Use Context Clues
All these strikes stood against me ever getting to work on that 
bridge. But the biggest obstacle of all, the thing that made 
Mama Lil the most stubborn, was my dream of becoming and 
engineer.

The word obstacle means:_________________________
How do you know?________________________________

The word stubborn means:_________________________
How do you know?________________________________



After reading the paragraph, use context clues to figure out the meaning 
of each vocabulary word. Then, plug each vocabulary word correctly in 
the second paragraph.

I _______ a little to much at times when someone tells me a joke. It is not my fault, 
as a kid I always dream of becoming a _________. So when someone tells me a 
funny joke, I give them my ______ in case I die of laughter. Just kidding! But in 
reality I am so lucky. Being a _______ is my ________.  Nothing is better than 
making money doing what you love.

Everyone in a way wants to have a career one day. Become a doctor, an 
attorney, or a coach.  Me, I wanted to become a comedian. I wanted to 
make people laugh. I enjoy making people laugh. As a kid, my mom 
needed to give her consent to the comedy club in order for me to 
practice comedy with other adults. When she allowed me to work on my 
passion, I didn’t know how to react. Thanks to my mom, I am a 
successful comedian today.

Use: Career, Comedian, Consent, React to fill in the blank
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More Practice

"CLICK HERE"

https://quizizz.com/join?gc=846334

